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Herd Looks Ahead to Notre Dame Visit
ZACH BOLLINGER
SPORTS COLUMNIST
It’s not senior prom but Marshall finally
gets it’s date with Notre Dame in South
Bend this Saturday. Marshall will enter
the game as 19 and a half point underdogs
to the Fighting Irish who are coming off
a tough 21-10 defeat at the hands of
the number two team in the countrythe Ohio State Buckeyes. Nonetheless,

The Irish will enter this week’s matchup
against the Thundering Herd as a top
10 team in the nation setting up a David
and Goliath type matchup… but maybe
that’s exactly what Marshall wants.

Continued on Page 7
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MU Professor Debuts TV Pilot
“Her Hope Haven”
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Marshall professor Tijah Bumgarner debuts her
TV pilot “Her Hope Haven,” which revolves
around addiction recovery.
Read on Page 12.
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Marshall Partners
Self-Defense Seminar
on Several
Promotes Women’s Safety
Projects as Part
of Federal Award
By EVAN GREEN
MANAGING EDITOR

Some $63 million in federal
Economic Development Authority
(EDA) has been announced to
go to West Virginia as a part of
the Build Back Better Regional
Challenge. This includes a direct
investment to Marshall University
and its regional partners which
will go towards projects within the
Huntington-Charleston corridor.
Following the announcement
of the investment, President Brad
D. Smith announced a number
of Marshall projects that would
receive new funding.
These projects include $6
million given to the College
of Engineering and Sciences
to develop and staff their new
research center, as well as a new
building in development for
the Robert C. Byrd Institute’s
Welding and Robotics Technology
Training Center.
A
Marshall-led
program,
The Alliance for the Economic
Development
of
Southern
West Virginia, will also receive
$750,000 to go towards workforce
development
programs.
Additionally, the Brownfields
Assistance Center and the
annual Small Communities, Big
Solutions Conference will receive
new funding.
Smith
also
congratulated
the
Appalachian
Climate
Technologies
(ACT)
Now
Coalition, who learned of the
investment earlier this week.

“Marshall
University
is
privileged to serve with the
amazing team who will bring
innovation in research, training
and workforce development to
the Mountain State,” Smith said
during his congratulations to the
ACT Now Coalition.
“West Virginia stands on the
threshold of a great economic
reawakening, thanks to an
engaged and forward-focused
generation of thinkers and
doers,” Smith went on to say.
“The synergy being created
across our universities, our
federal, state, and local levels
of government and our private
businesses is highlighting the grit
and grace of our Appalachian
spirit while propelling economic
growth for generations to come.
West Virginia is quickly becoming
the demonstration project for the
rest of the world. Our time has
come.”
The ACT Now Coalition
includes the cities of Huntington,
Logan, and Charleston as well
as Marshall and West Virginia
universities. The coalition works
to build a new economy within the
Southern West Virginia region.
Charlotte
Weber,
the
Marshall University president
for governmental affairs, said
the funding will serve as a game
changer within West Virginia and
within Marshall University.

Students practicing self-defense techniques, photo by Lucy Bell

By MORGAN PEMBERTON
REPORTER

One in four college women will be
a victim of an assault and a recent
Marshall University seminar sought to
help women fight back.
“Women’s safety is certainly
a priority within the society and
community we live in,” recruitment
counselor Olivia Allen said. “It is
especially important that we educate
these strong women on the values
of self-defense. Using your voice is
truly the key to fighting off unwanted
situations, and this class solidifies this.”
Along with teaching them how
to find their voice, the seminar also
wanted to teach them self-defense
stances, strikes, kicks and how to
escape grabs. While they were not able
to teach the women everything in two
hours, they were taught the basics to
give them an idea if they are ever in
an attack or in a situation that makes
them uncomfortable.
“We prioritize women’s safety
regardless if they are affiliated
with a Greek organization or not,”
panhellenic council President Rachael

Caudill said, “We wanted to take this
opportunity to reach out to all women
on campus, interested or not, and show
our values. As leaders on campus, we
want to give the women on campus the
best opportunities possible.”
The council wants to create
bonds with women by expanding
their knowledge of self-defense and
spreading it to these other women.
In showing women how to find their
voice, it was stressed that a woman’s
voice is her strongest weapon. When
they learn how to use it, potential
attackers will normally back away.
MUPD Sergeant Scott Ballou
stressed that being aware of your
surroundings was 90% of self-defense.
The example he used to stress this
point was a woman walking on campus
or to her car while on the phone. He
recommended that she call someone
else beforehand and that sge tell the
other person she will call back when
she gets to her car so that person can
watch around their friend.
Some attendees walked in not

knowing that a small thing like carrying
her keys a certain way could save her
life Ballou explained. If a woman
has a lanyard, which a lot of women
carry, she can wrap it around her
wrist-instead of having it hanging on
her neck-to give he a weapon, Ballou
added. This creates distance from the
attacker and gives the woman a chance
to get away.
The attemdes learned specific
stances to be able to have balance and
control in any situation. For instance,
a cautious stance for when someone
unknown approaches, a warning
stance when a situation escalates
along with yelling “Get back,” and a
defensive stance while yelling “No,”
and taking a step back to keep a safe
distance from a stranger.
These stances were the setup for the
kicks, strikes and how to escape a grab,
because with every strike and kick,
the attendes went back to those exact
stances to be ready. Attendees also yell
“No” after every strike to alert people
around and scare the attacker away.
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Joseph Uscinski Hosts
Amicus Curiae Lecture on
Conspiracy Theories

3

Special Collections Tour
Held at Morrow Library

By ISABELLA ROBINSON
LEAD REPORTER

Personalities, predispositions and
group identities greatly determine
how receptive a person is to believing
conspiracy theories, a University of
Miami professor and author told a
Marshall University audience last week.
“Depending on which group you
belong to, that determines who you
trust and who your opinion leaders
are,” Joseph Uscinski said Thursday
night at the 2022 launch of the Amicus
Curiae Lecture Series on Constitutional
Democracy.
“So, if you follow one particular
politician,” he added, “you are going to
listen to what that person says and you
are going to give them a lot of credence.”
Uscinski, author of books, including
“Conspiracy Theories: A Primer,”
explained why people believe conspiracy
theories by comparing popular narratives
to evidence; furthermore, he expanded
upon discrepancies between what the
media reports compared to systematic
data he and his colleagues have collected
themselves.
Uscinski defined conspiracy theory
as “an accusatory perception in which a
small group of powerful people who are
working in secret for their own benefit
against the common good.”
Uscinski attributed the main
motivation
behind
conspiratorial
thinking to politics, as well as factors
determining the way people interpret
information:
their
personalities,
predispositions and group identities.
The “very different information
flows” which cause differing worldviews
and ideologies, Uscinski explained,
results from the differing trusted sources
and their messaging.

Students viewing special collections archive, photo by Destiney Dingess

Joseph Uscinski opening the dicussion on conspiracy theories,
photo by Rafael Alfonso

“That is why people are coming to
very different conclusions about the
world,” Uscinski said.
Uscinski’s visual presentation included
supporting graphics. One of which
regarding motivated reasoning stated,
“People seek out information congenial
to their worldviews. People hold to a
higher standard ideas they don’t already
agree with.”
Uscinski critically discussed multiple
conspiracy theories on both sides of the
political spectrum and explained why
many follow these beliefs. Those theories
included climate change, Donald Trump
being a Russian agent, and others.
In addition, Uscinski presented his data
in opposition to the common claim that
we live in a “golden age” of conspiracy
theories due to their popularity on social
media and the internet. According to
one of his slides, 75% of Americans
blame the prominence of conspiracy
theories on social media.
His findings, however, concluded that

there is no more or less of a presence of
conspiracy theories and their followers
currently than there has been in the
past. In fact, since the widespread use of
the internet began, belief in Kennedy
related conspiracy theories has decreased
according to Uscinski’s report.
The Amicus Curiae lecture series
is supported by a grant from the West
Virginia Humanities Council.
The next lecture will take place on
Sept. 22, 2022, in the Brad D. Smith
Foundation Hall. It will be delivered by
Lawrence Norden Esq., senior director
of the elections and government
program at the Brennan Center for
Justice at New York University School
of Law.
Uscinski was introduced by Dr.
Patricia Proctor, the founding director
of the Simon Perry Center for
Constitutional Democracy and Pre-Law
advisor at Marshall.

By DESTINEY DINGESS
REPORTER

With the lack of students using
library materials for research,
Marshall
University
history
professors arrange an open house
to introduce and welcome their
new graduate students to the
special collections section in the
James E. Morrow Library Monday
night.
Dr.
Bob
Deal,
director
of graduate studies for the
history department, Dr. Greta
Rensenbrink, chair of the history
department and several other
history professors welcomed the
seven newest graduate students
to an open house in the James E.
Morrow Library on Aug. 29th.
“The idea was to get them to
meet some of the faculty, returning
graduate students and get a tour of
the special collections department
to see the resources available to
them on campus,” said Deal. “To
be a graduate student sometimes
is a kind of lonely experience and

I think it’s nice for the graduate
students to interact with each
other, get to know each other and
build up a little bit of comradery.”
As the second oldest building
at the university, the James E.
Morrow Library is home to
many different things such as the
university archives, which has all
things Marshall University, or
the education materials of the
university that includes things
like presidents’ papers, board of
governor’s minutes and faculty
senate minutes.
If students are interested in the
history of education or history
of certain people in education or
women in sports special collections
has a different array of material
for the university’s aspect.
They also have tons of materials
on local history.

Continued on page 9
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New Scholarship for First-Year
Med School Students

Out of the Darkness
Walk to Raise Suicide
Awareness

By DESTINEY DINGESS

By EVAN GREEN

REPORTER

Dr. Mary E. Smyrnioudis,
a 2009 graduate from The
Joan C. Edwards School of
Medicine
established
the
Dr. George Gevas Memorial
Scholarship this year in honor
of her grandfather who was
an obstetrician-gynecologist in
Parkersburg, West Virginia for
40 years.
The recipients for the Dr.
George
Gevas
Memorial
Scholarship
are
to
be
preferably
around
Wood
County which is where
Smyrnioudis grew up and her
grandfather practiced. The
scholarship is designated for
an entering first-year medical
student.
Gevas served in World
War II in 1942. When he was
drafted, he requested to be
medic in hopes of one day
becoming a physician. Gevas
then started training and
became a surgical technician
helping deliver babies. His
time serving for the U.S.
Army initiated his interest in
becoming a physician. Gevas
was present on D- Day helping
the wounded.
Gevas spent 40 years of
his life dedicating his time to
helping others as an OB-GYN
in Parkersburg, West Virgina.
When he wasn’t working, he
devoted his time to his garden.
“He had a passion for
gardening-he had a huge
garden. He grew all types of

MANAGING EDITOR

vegetables. He toiled in that
garden tirelessly,” Smyrnioudis
said. “I spent a lot of time
with him in the garden picking
vegetables or helping him
plant. Whatever he needed,
whatever I was designated to
do that day. He taught me how
to be patient, to work hard
and, if you put your energy
into something, it’s worth the
wait.”
Long days in the garden
with her grandfather taught
Smyrnioudis a lot of life skills
and watching him give back,
to his community has forever
inspired Smyrnioudis to do the
same.
“He gave back all day
long being a physician to a
small town, but at the same
token he loved getting all
these vegetables and sharing
them with so many people
in the community and that
also gave him great joy, and
so I appreciate the simplicity
in that now-giving back on
different levels,” Smyrnioudis
said.
“He taught me a lot of
life skills working together
growing up, just from a very
young age,” and I carried that
with me. He would always
have this wonderful big smile
and say, ‘you’re going to be
my doctor one day’ and so
that became my goal growing
up. That’s what I’ve always
worked for. I always said I was

going to be a physician just like
my grandfather.”
Growing up seeing Gevas
grandfather
give
back,
inspired Smyrnioudis to start
giving back wherever she can.
Smyrnioudis said she always
gives back to Marshall because
it’s a wonderful school and it
gave her the opportunity to
pursue her career and prepare
her for a life in medicine.
After
medical
school,
Smyrnioudis did her residency
in emergency medicine at
East Carolina University in
Greenville, North Carolina.
After she graduated from
residency, she took a job at
Mcleod Regional Medical
Center in Florence South
Carolina where she currently
works.
“I wanted to give back in
the form of this scholarship so
someone else would have that
assistance to help get them
through medical school,”
Smyrnioudis said.
The first recipient of the
scholarship is Sophia Shank, a
Davisville, West Virginia native
with a bachelor of science in
psychology from West Virginia
University in Morgantown.
Shank worked in a clinical
psychology research lab, the
Parent-Child
Interaction
lab, and the Parent-Child
interaction
Therapy
lab,
where she worked on projects.
For the past two years, Shank

was a part of the State Opioid
Response Grant, where the lab
trained therapists and the next
year interviewed them about
their PCIT cases. Shank was
able to learn a lot about access
to mental health resources
around the state.
Shank’s
inspiration
of
becoming
a
physician
originated from her father,
“Seeing how people react to
him really inspired me. They
would come up and thank him
for helping them or their family
members,” Shank said. “One
of the big things with medical
school I had to come to terms
with was being in debt, but
thanks to this scholarship and
a couple others I received it
helps me a lot by reducing the
amount of debt I will be in out
of medical school.”
After
receiving
the
scholarship Shank and her
family were surprised and
overjoyed for another reason.
“My dad knew Dr. Gevas
and told me he was such a
good person, so it made it
more personable,” said Shank.
Being able to help a medical
student get through the same
school she graduated from
has been such an honor for
Smyrnioudis.

Continued on page 9

The Huntington “Out of the Darkness” is set to take
place on Oct. 9, 2022 at Ritter Park; and aims to combat
the stigma around mental health and suicide in the
Huntington area.
The event is sponsored by the American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention, (AFSP) and is designed to raise
awareness and funding for mental health and suicide
prevention services.
“Many people’s introduction to AFSP comes through
the Out of the Darkness Walks, taking place in cities
nationwide,” the Out of the Darkness walk description on
the AFSP website reads. “In our community, campus and
overnight walks, those affected by suicide – and those who
support them – raise awareness and much-needed funds,
strongly sending the message that suicide is preventable,
and that no one is alone.”
Registration for the Huntington walk begins at 1 p.m.
and the walk itself will begin at 2 p.m.
“It’s not a race. We all walk together and talk about our
experiences with friends or family or even our own struggles
with mental health,” Presley Slater, Marshall graduate and
organizer of this year’s Huntington walk, said. “This walk
raises awareness and brings people together in solidarity
regarding the importance of mental health and supports
those who struggle with their mental health.”
In the past, local mental health services have set up
booths during the event to help distribute information and
increase awareness of the various mental health resources
in the area.
Suicide is currently the 12th leading cause of death in
West Virginia, and is the second leading cause of death
for West Virginians ages 10-34. According to the AFSP,
87.26% of West Virginia communities did not have enough
mental health providers to serve their residents in 2021.
The walks take place in over 400 communities across the
country, and have been taking place since the first walk in
2004.
The walk is not intended to be a test of endurance
and stamina, but rather a way to connect community
members so that they can discuss their mental health issues
surrounded by supportive community members.
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Old North Arcade Offers Students
Retro Experience

Old North Arcade is located at Pullman Square next to
Marquee Cinamas.

By MATTHEW SCHAFFER
REPORTER

Walk ing through the doors of
Old North Arcade feels like walking
back into the golden age of arcades.
Vintage signs hang from the ceiling, 1980’s movie posters line the
walls and the glow of classic arcade
cabinets f ill the room.
Old North A rcade, located in
Pullman Square Plaza in downtown
Huntington, offers students a safe,
relaxing and fun environment to
play games and hang out.

Photo courtesy of Matthew Schaffer

The arcade and bar, beginning
this semester, will offer all Marshall
students a 10% student discount
with their Marshall I.D.
Matt Dement, the general manager, said the idea came to encourage students to visit, decompress and
socialize while enjoying drinks, food
and a variety of free-to-play games.
“I want students to know we’re
here. We offer a lot of free entertainment. Most of our games are free to
play.” Dement said. “You just have
to pay for a drink. Whether you
drink alcohol or not, we have some-

Old North Arcade offers a variety of retro games and
game-themed drinks.

thing here for everybody.”
The establishment offers patrons
a safe space to enjoy unique pop
culture-themed cocktails, numerous
arcade games, pinball machines, an
outdoor area and an in-house pizza
kitchen called Square Slice Pizzeria.
“We have always prided ourselves
in being a very safe bar…our bartenders here are very well trained
and ta ke safet y ver y ser iously.”
Dement said.
Jon Aliff, one bartender at Old
North A rcade, said it’s not only
the games that separate Old North

Arcade from other bars in the area,
but also the safety and cleanliness.
“The attraction of this place is the
games, but we do keep things clean.
We keep sanitizers all over and we’ll
have our barbacks go walk around
and clean up.” Aliff said.
Along with hundreds of games,
Old North Arcade also hosts tabletop game nights on Tuesdays and
we e k l y g a me t ou r n a me nt s on
Thursdays. Those interested can
f ind details on the business’s social
media pages.
The Old North Arcade opened its

Photo courtesy of Matthew Schaffer

f lagship location in the Old North
neighborhood of Columbus, Ohio in
2015 before opening its Huntington
location in 2019. Initially opened as
Quicksilver Arcade Bar & Kitchen,
they rebranded to Old North Arcade
last year for statistical reasons. The
businesses’ owners and ideologies
have remained the same.
Old North Arcade is open from
4 p.m. to 12 a.m. on Thursdays and
Fridays and from 12 p.m to 12 a.m.
on Saturdays and Sundays.
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Herd Blow Out Norfolk State in
Season Opener

By ZANE TOWNSEND
REPORTER

In the team’s season opener at Joan
C. Edwards Stadium, the Marshall
football team made a statement in
front of 24,607 spectators.
In the team’s first game as a member of the Sun Belt Conference and
second year under Charles Huff’s tenure as head coach, the Thundering
Herd would completely disassemble
the Norfolk State Spartans in a 55-3

blowout.
 After the departure of Grant Wells to
Virginia Tech, Marshall acquired former Texas Tech QB Henry Colombi
via transfer. Colombi’s first start as a
member of the Thundering Herd was
solid as he was able to complete 24 out
of 26 passes for 205 yards, including a
13 yd touchdown pass to WR Corey
Gammage and one interception.

Running backs Ethan Payne and
Khalan Laborn proved to be a deadly
combination against the Spartan’s
defense. Payne and Laborn would
combine for 215 rushing yards, whilst
individually racking over 100 rushing yards, a feat that was last accomplished by RBs Keion Davis and Tyler King against the Colorado State
Rams in the 2017 New Mexico Bowl.

The two combined for 4 TDs on the
day. Marshall’s offense only punted on
its opening possession.
Marshall’s defense was dominant in
its own right. Despite possessing the
ball for nearly 24 minutes the Spartans offense could only muster 5 first
downs, 114 total yards, 1 third down
conversion out of 12 attempts and a
field goal late in the third quarter to

prevent a complete shutout.
“I’m really proud of the players.” Huff
said, “I’ve challenged them all week to
play 60 minutes of dominant football
and not look at the scoreboard.”
 Huff also believed that today’s dominant game NSU would set a foundation for competition as the team looks
ahead toward facing #8 Notre Dame
in South Bend.
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How The Herd Can Beat The Irish?

Marshall running back Ethan Payne breaks away for a touchdown against Norfolk
State, Saturday, Sept. 3, in Huntington. WV. (Photo by Shaun Thompson)

Notre Dame quarterback Tyler Buchner runs the ball during the second quartee of
an NCAA college football game against Ohio State, Saturday, Sept.3, in Columbus,
Ohio. (AP Photo/David Dermer)

By ZACH BOLLINGER
SPORTS COLUMNIST

Marshall enters this week after a
dominating 55-3 win against Norfolk
State, but as soon as the final whistle
blew Saturday in the Joan C. Edwards
Stadium, the Herd’s focus shifted to
their most significant task of the season
knocking off Notre Dame in South
Bend. A job much easier said than done,
the Herd will have to play a near-perfect
game to compete with the perennial top
5 program- here’s how they can do it.
Win the Turnover Battle
One will hear coaches preaching ball
security at every level, everywhere from
pop warner to the NFL, and that’s
precisely what Marshall will need to dohold onto the football. The Herd played
a pretty clean game against Norfolk
State the lone turnover being a Henry
Colombi interception in the 2nd quarter

but will need to hold onto the ball extra
tight against a stout Notre Dame defense
that only allowed 14 points to Ohio State
through three quarters.
On the other side, to win the turnover
battle, need to create turnovers- which
is no easy task against a team who did
not have a single turnover against the
number two team in the country last
weekend. The Herd defense came up
big against Norfolk State, only allowing
three points and creating their bit of
scoring on an Owen Porter scoop and
score in the 2nd quarter. The defense
will have to show up Saturday and pick
up exactly where they left off- attacking
the ball from when it is snapped.
Marshall’s defense combined for ten
tackles for loss and two sacks and will
need to keep up the pressure in the front

seven if they want to throw off this Notre
Dame offense.
Keep Being Efficient
The sixth-year Senior QB Henry
Colombi wasted no time on Saturday
proving that Coach Huff had made the
right decision by throwing for 205 yards
and completing 24 of 26 pass attempts.
Colombi will need to keep showing his
ability to find the open receiver against
a Notre Dame secondary that allowed
just 223 passing yards from the Heisman
favorite, C.J. Stroud.
The running game once again proved to
be Marshall’s bread and butter- rushing
for 380 yards on 51 attempts Saturday
led by Sophomore runningback Ethan
Payne who had 113 by himself. Not
having Rasheen Ali could hurt the
running game, but this running back

group has once again proven that they
have plenty of talent in the room.
Win Third Downs
Marshall’s defense held Norfolk State
to just 1-12 on third down attempts
Saturday leading to short drives and
a significant discrepancy in time of
possession. Marshall had the ball for
almost 13 more minutes than Norfolk
State. By getting off the field on third
downs, the Marshall defense allows
themselves the opportunity to stay rested
and allows the offense to wear down the
opposing protection. It’s hard to score
points if one does not have success on
third down, and if Marshall’s defense
wants to keep Notre Dame in reach,
they will need to get off the field every
opportunity they get.

Fear Nobody
We can spend all week talking about
the rankings, talking about the stats,
the scorebook’s predictions, and how
Marshall can win a game that on paper
they shouldn’t- but when 2:30 hits on
Saturday, the game won’t be played on
paper. Saturday is 11 vs. 11 football. No
one gets a head start and extra points
because of their ranking going into the
game. If Marshall can hold onto the
football, make the plays that are there,
get off the field when given a chance, and
fly to the football each play, then they
have a chance to win this ballgame…
and at the end of the day, isn’t that all
you ask for verse Goliath?

OPINION
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Op-Ed: Bringing NASCAR to
West Virginia
By ZANE TOWNSEND
REPORTER

Fifty-one years since the 1971
West Virginia 500 race in the
NASCAR Cup Series of that year,
West Virginia has brought in many
tourists to visit the sights and sounds
that the Mountain State has to offer.
USA Today has gone on record
stating that West Virginia is the
must-visit place to visit in 2022.
While exciting news on its own,
the more surprising bit of it all is
that the state has done this without
housing a professional sports team
or league within its borders.
Despite the glamor of the tourism

dollars, though, West Virginia’s
population is on the decline. The
state has few, if any, employment
opportunities and the state ranks
very low compared to those they
are beating out in tourism. After all,
one of the more important aspects
of tourism are the locals, and with
a depletion in local populations, this
could lead to those tourism dollars
going away over time.
Among many solutions to the
long-standing issues of the state,
one aspect that has been completely
ignored throughout this debacle is
attempting to bring a professional
sports league out to West Virginia.
Of course, the state has held a
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plethora of minor league teams,
but swaying one of the more
powerful sports leagues has either
never been in West Virginia’s cards
or has been relatively impossible.
There is, however, a business that
has always been synonymous with
the Southern U.S. and one that has
been on a rebound in recent years
after falling off.
NASCAR is not the juggernaut it
once used to be in the late 90’s and
early 2000’s, but the motorsport has
been making a comeback in recent
years as a viable form of sports
entertainment. Although the NBC
viewership numbers have yet to be
released for the 2022 season, FOX
revealed that the portion of the
season aired on its network averaged
4.5 million viewers per race. While
that is not much compared to the
viewership that the NFL, NBA,
MLB or NHL obtain, it should be
noted that West Virginia is one of
the top 5 states in which NASCAR
gets most of its viewership.
NASCAR always has–and
always will be–popular here in the
Mountain State. If you go to any bar
on a Sunday evening, you will find
a race on. If you look around, you
can still see NASCAR memorabilia
sold at a store or worn by someone
who is a fan of the sport. To most
West Virginians, NASCAR is still
as relevant as Marshall and West
Virginia University.
It seems like a no brainer for

NASCAR to come to the state;
however, there is a particularly
glaring issue. West Virginia does
not have a big enough racetrack
to support a motorsport to support
such a diehard following. Even by
today’s standards, the now-named
Ona Speedway offers very little
compared to the main short tracks
that NASCAR holds races at.
Obviously, it would be crazy to
assume that West Virginia should
build its own speedway like that of
Atlanta and Darlington, or even
more insane to propose a super
speedway on par with Daytona or
Talladega. The best course of action
for West Virginia to bring NASCAR
in its borders is with a short track
speedway. One would not have to go
far either to find examples of what
works and does not work as the three
current short tracks that NASCAR
frequents are not that far away,
such as Bristol Motor Speedway in
Tennessee; Martinsville Speedway
in North Carolina and Richmond
Raceway in Virginia, which have all
been around for decades.
The next portion of bringing
NASCAR to West Virginia is
finding where to build the short
track speedway that was decided
upon previously. The answer is,
of course, Charleston, the state
capitol. Charleston is the largest
city in West Virginia in both square
miles and population, so it would be
a no brainer to put our short track

in the Charleston area.
Where it can be built in Charleston
is another question that is easier
asked than done. With a majority
of land around the Charleston
area taken up by residents and
business, there is one area of land
just outside the city that is close to
Charleston. There is a mass of land
between Blackberry Lane and Rush
Creek Road that should make for
an excellent spot to construct a 4050,000 seat short track speedway.
Now let’s say all goes smoothly
and say the speedway is approved
and constructed. There would be
a fine wealth of job opportunities
for those who reside in the state
and could potentially result in an
economic boom. Of course, the
track would hold its own events,
but the main cream of the crop
would be NASCAR coming to that
speedway for a scheduled race or
two every year.
The tourism from holding
NASCAR races at the track could
potentially exceed what has already
been made in tourism over the last
few years. Additionally, with most
West Virginia residents being fans
themselves, they would come out
in droves to the area for such a
spectacle. This could also give the
economy in West Virginia the boost
it has been needing for a long time
and finally give it something new its
residents can be proud of.
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Special Collections Continued
“Huntington does not have an active historical society, so we
have kind of taken on that mantle,” said Lori Thompson,
head of special collections.
The bulk of the special collection’s documents are related
in some way to Huntington, but they also have materials
from people in the community that went to World War I
and World War II or travelled in general and write about
their experience, Thompson said.
Although students have mostly turned to the internet for
their research gathering, the special collections department
has material that isn’t as easy to find online. The special
collections staff have obtained The Herald-Dispatch
materials from the 1970’s to the early 2000’s while
everything around 2001 to 2002 everything went online
said Thompson.
The special collections department has over 850 individual
manuscript collections, herald dispatch which covers the
print history and now the department has the news film
history of Huntington with many digitized tapes of local

Scholarship Continued

WSAZ news.
Archivist & digital preservation librarian Jessica Lowman
said it’s important for more professors and departments to
have open houses at the library because most students don’t
know how to connect their education with the resources
that they have.
“It’s a really great opportunity for us to get professors
in here and tie in the curriculum and show them exactly
what we have to offer. We want to share our collection with
people; it’s a great collaboration to do that,” said Lowman.
Most people might believe Morrow Library is a place to
get older local materials but it’s also a perfect study spot for
students.
“We are a safe space to come hangout even if you’re not
using our materials for research, we love to have all kinds of
nerdy conversations at the desk and discuss anything about
academic experience especially for students that are new to
Marshall,” Thompson said.

“It means a lot to me to be able to do that. I have
been so proud of the scholarship, and it brings me a
lot of joy and I wish he was alive to see it. I love the
fact that it’s something that will live on because he
was a wonderful person and a wonderful physician
and actually the recipient was really sweet, actually it
was really neat because when she told her parents she
got this scholarship she said that her dad actually had
worked with my grandfather and said how wonderful
he was and I really feel like it brings this whole
scholarship meaning full circle and I love the fact she
received this scholarship and it’s going to somebody
who actually knew my grandfather,” Smyrnioudis
said.
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72 Hour Film Challenge Kicks Off
Huntington Music and Arts Festival

The 72 Hour Film Festival took place at Marquee Cinemas in
Pullman Square.

By LUCY BELL
REPORTER

Twenty-five people began the
race, but only 10 crossed the finish
line in the challenge to create
original films in just 72 hours for the
opening night of The Huntington
Music and Arts Festival.
The Huntington Music and Arts
Festival kicked off its week-long
events with a screening of 10 film
sprints at the Marquee Cinemas
in downtown Huntington, WV
Monday evening, Aug. 28. An
audience of around 120 members

Photo courtesy of Lucy Bell

gathered to view the work of local
filmmakers who less than a week
ago had no idea what they would
create.
Participants received a random
two-word prompt on Thursday
and by Sunday evening submitted
their final products for viewing
explained the event organizer, Ian
Nolte.
“It is a very complicated game that
they’re playing, creating something
based on random things and words
that I gave them. They all shot
them in three days and it’s-I think
it’s fun and frenetic,” Nolte said.

The contest drew both veteran
competitors and newcomers alike,
yielding a wide variety of genres
and themes and skillsets.
While still challenging under the
time constraints, director Freddie
Wooten said that familiarity with
the process allowed for the creation
of a more manageable project.
“With this kind of festival, this
is the second time I’ve done it,
so the first time I was completely
overwhelmed. I wasn’t prepared
for the speed of how everything is
going to go.
So, whenever we signed up to do

Photo courtesy of Lucy Bell

it, I moved to write something I
knew and that made it a lot easier,”
Wooten said.
The time crunch was not the
only challenge that Wooten had to
overcome.
“You know, the hardest part really
is you don’t know what others
are doing. You don’t really know
how professional theirs is going
to look,” Wooten said. “You start
doubting, doubting yourself, and
you start thinking, ‘Well, I shot this
whole thing on my phone and I
edited on a phone. I just have like,
an iPhone SE.’ So, you really do

doubt yourself a lot.”
Despite his limited resources and
apprehensive mindset, Wooten’s
film “Young at Heart” was awarded
second place overall in the contest.
According to Wooten, he and his
family plan to participate every
year in the festival for as long as
they can.
“I’ve been making films for around
15 years now, and I ended up
having two kids. So, any time I
come up with a story or movie, I
try to have them in it too,” Wooten
said.
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States’ Plans to Make School
Safer Reflect Political Divides
By ANDREW DEMILLO
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — In
the aftermath of the school shooting in
Uvalde, Texas, governors around the
country vowed to take steps to ensure their
students would be kept safe.
Months later, as students return to
classrooms, money has begun to flow for
school security upgrades, training and
other new efforts to make classrooms safer.
But the responses have often reflected
political divisions: Many Republicans
have emphasized school security spending,
while Democrats have called for tighter
gun control.
At every step, the actions have stirred
debate over whether states are doing the
right things to address the scourge of
school shootings.
In a special legislative session in Arkansas
last month, lawmakers set aside $50
million for a school safety fund proposed
by Republican Gov. Asa Hutchinson.
The rules for distributing the money
haven’t been finalized, but Hutchinson
has said he wants it to help implement
recommendations from a school safety
commission he reinstated following the
May shooting in Texas, where 19 students
and two teachers were killed.
The shooting “served as a reminder that
the threat of violence in our schools has not
abated,” Hutchinson said. “It continues to
be real, and we have to act with a renewed
sense of urgency to protect our children.”
Texas was among several other states that
set aside money for school security. Gov.
Greg Abbott and other top Republican
leaders announced $105.5 million for
school safety initiatives. Nearly half of
that was slated for bullet-resistant shields
for school police and $17.1 million was for

districts to purchase panic-alert technology.
Other Republican governors who made
money available for security upgrades
include Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine, who
announced $100 million for school security
three days after the Uvalde shooting, and
Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp, whose state
is giving $2.6 million to increase training
capacity and classes for school resource
officers.
“While these are the latest measures
we’re taking to ensure our children’s safety,
I can assure you they will not be the last. I
will work with anyone, even in the midst
of a heated election cycle, to protect our
students,” Kemp, who is running for
reelection, said in June.
Some of the Republican governors who
have moved aggressively to bolster school
security have ruled out any kind of gun
control measures.
Hutchinson had said there should be
a conversation about raising the age to
purchase an AR-15-style rifle — the
type of weapon used in Uvalde — but
didn’t pursue such a measure during the
session. Abbott also has pushed back on
calls for more gun control by families of
the Uvalde shooting victims. Oklahoma
Republican Gov. Kevin Stitt vowed to
fight any firearms restrictions when he
signed an executive order on training for
law enforcement and risk assessment at
schools.
In California, which already had some of
the nation’s toughest gun laws, Democratic
Gov. Gavin Newsom has signed a dozen
more this legislative session and even took
out ads in Texas newspapers criticizing the
state’s stances on guns.
“We’re sick and tired of being on the
defense in this movement,” Newsom said
in July.
In New Jersey, Democratic Gov. Phil

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott passes in front of a memorial outside Robb Elementary School to honor the victims killed in a
school shooting in Uvalde, Texas, May 29, 2022.		
Photo Courtesy of AP Photos
Murphy signed legislation last month
requiring the state’s nearly 600 school
districts to set up assessment teams aimed
at stemming violence in schools. One of
the bill’s sponsors recounted hearing of
an Uvalde victim who pretended to have
been killed in the attack to escape the
shooter.
“Does anybody want to teach this —
how to play dead?” Assemblywoman
Pamela Lampitt, a Democrat, said during
a hearing in June.
Despite the partisan divisions on gun
violence, a group of governors says it will
attempt to find common ground. A task
force created by the National Governor
Association following the Uvalde shooting
will develop recommendations to stop
mass shootings, with an emphasis on
school safety. Hutchinson, a former
chairman of the association, has said the

task force will focus in part on how states
might use money coming to them through
the bipartisan gun control bill President Joe
Biden signed in June.
Teachers, political opponents and others
have raised questions about the scope and
effectiveness of state leaders’ plans.
In Arkansas, Democratic lawmakers
questioned whether districts taking the new
grant program’s money would be required
to have an armed presence on campus,
one of the initial recommendations from
the state’s school safety commission.
“It’s one thing to say ‘school safety,’ but
that runs the gamut of so much,” said
Democratic Sen. Linda Chesterfield, a
retired educator and the only legislator to
vote against the grant program. “What
specifically do you have in mind, and what
price is it going to cost? I guess I’m just tired
of having to fly by the seat of my pants and

not know a thing about what’s going to go
into that (commission’s) report.”
In Ohio, teachers unions say one-time
funding that’s for equipment like door
locks and radio systems — but not ongoing
needs like personnel — is helpful but not
enough.
Schools need money for staffing, too,
including for safety and mental health
personnel, said Scott DiMauro, president
of the Ohio Education Association.
“Ideally, you’re gonna use funding to
ensure that every school that wants to
hire well-trained school resource officers,
as part of their school safety plan, can
do that,” DiMauro said. “And from that
perspective, you know, the $100 million
isn’t going to solve the problem in the long
run.”
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Marshall Professor Debuts TV Pilot

BY DESTINEY DINGESS
REPORTER
An emotional crowd gathered
around to watch the pilot episode
of “Her Hope Haven,” a new series
that tells the story of women in

recovery late Thursday night on
Sep. 1.
A story about women building
relationships and bonds as they
go
through
treatment
from
substance use disorder was created
and written by Ashley Ellis and

Tijah Bumgarner, the latter
a narrative and documentary
video production professor and
filmmaker at Marshall University.
The film walks us through the
life of Ashley Ellis who helped
create, write, cast, act and advise
on all elements of making this
film before she passed away in
November.
Central to the film is that all
the cast are women in recovery,
so not only are they bringing a
conversation about something
happening in West Virginia, but
they are bringing up their lives
and reliving their lives, Michelle
Alford,
library
information
systems technologist at Marshall
University, said.
Initially, the series wasn’t supposed
to happen. A little over four years
ago, Bumgarner started working
on what she thought would be a
short documentary about a family
building their life back together
after it almost crumbled. Still,
that short documentary ended up
being a longer piece about Ellis
and her mother, Debi Ellis.
Bumgarner found that while
filming for four years, she and
the co-maker of the documentary
had too much film for a oneto-two-hour documentary and
found themselves losing parts of
the story they loved. Bumgarner
brainstormed with Ellis about
what they could do.
“I told her what we could do is
make a series; series are hot right
now. It just kind of went from
there and those moments of levity
and humanizing these stories of
the women who are in treatment
or anyone who’s in treatment and
recovery or an active drug user,”
Bumgarner said. “We are all
humans, so we are trying to show
this other piece of the stories we
don’t often get in the news or even
some documentaries.”
Along with Ellis, the inspiration for
the series came from Bumgarner’s

family experiences with substance
use disorder.
“I lost my dad to an overdose,
so working through him having
substance use disorder and being
in active addiction and losing
him,” Bumgarner said. “It’s just
humanizing these stories and the
people who were caught in some
of this in no fault of their own.
It’s a bigger systemic issue and
insufficient treatment options.”
Bumgarner hopes that “Her Hope
Haven” shows that we are humans
first, and everyone deserves love
and respect.
Media outlets can be very
damning to people having a hard
time, Bumgarner said. There was a
quote in one of my student projects
that I love that said they didn’t get
into this overnight, and you can’t
get out of it overnight. It takes
time and shows that people do
care, especially in West Virginia,
where so many of us are touched
by substance abuse disorder in
many different ways, I think it’s
important to tell that story from
the inside instead of looking in
from the outside,” said Bumgarner.
Attending the screening, Debi
Ellis voiced her gratitude for the
memory of her daughter and her
story.
“I couldn’t be prouder of how
this panned out,” Debi said. “I
would not do the documentary if
it was Hollywood style. I wanted it
to be raw and real. I didn’t want to
fake anything; I didn’t want to add
anything. It had to be true, so this
is true.”
The pilot episode shows Debi
and Ellis entering the treatment
center, where the staff tells them it
is a long-term facility. Both women
were shocked as they thought it
was only a three-month treatment
center.
“I knew before we left that
the treatment center was longterm. Ashley didn’t know that she
thought it was three months. If she

had known it was longer, leaving
a four-month-old Piper at home,
she probably wouldn’t have gone,”
Debi said. “It shows that they were
shocked; I wasn’t shocked.”
The pilot also shows the women of
the treatment center arguing about
the clothes brought to them or
donated; Debi explained that this
was real. They would always argue
over clothes.
“If somebody were on duty, they
would always do the midnight
shift because it was boring, so they
always sorted things during the
midnight shift,” Debi said. “I got
to know everyone and love all these
women every time I went. They
watched Piper grow up. When
people in the community donated
baby clothes, they always ensured
they put them away for Piper. It
was just such a loving sorority of
women that developed, and when
one overdoses, one passes or if one
relapses, they would all gather and
strengthen each other and share
the burden.”
For anyone who wants to support
the series, Bumgarner says to
keep an eye on it on social media
and the website for news on the
continuation of
Ellis’s story.
Bumgarner also wants to apply
for grants to further “Her Hope
Haven.”
“I shouldn’t be telling her story; it
is her story, and we worked closely
together on this project. She should
be here talking about it, not me,”
Bumgarner said. “I feel that I have
her mom’s support; if I didn’t have
that, I wouldn’t be able to continue
it, I don’t think, but I think it’s
important because Ashley was a
constant in so many women’s lives
of lifting them and helping them
with what their struggles are and I
tell myself that she would want to
continue if she could so that’s part
of why I feel I hope to continue.”

